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1.14% 4

6.57% 23

Q1 I live in the:
Answered: 350 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 350

Town of
Cornwall...

Village of
Cornwall-on-...

I live outside
the Town of...

I don't fit
into any of ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Town of Cornwall outside the Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson

Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson

I live outside the Town of Cornwall or the Village of COH, but am a business owner

I don't fit into any of the above three categories

Q2 How important are the following factors in your decision to live in the
Town of Cornwall?  choose one response per line 

Answered: 307 Skipped: 43
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f. Where I
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g. Desire to
live near NY...
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i. Easily
accessible...

j. Natural
features in ...

k. Local shops
and services

l. Reasonable
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m.
Family/Friends

n. Safe
community/la...
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p. Unable to
move or...
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a. Born or raised in Cornwall

b. Quality of School District

c. Housing selection/quality
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d. Reasonable housing costs

e. A sense of community

f. Where I live feels like a
neighborhood

g. Desire to live near NYC region

h. Good job opportunities in Town

i. Easily accessible parks, outdoor
recreation areas

j. Natural features in the area

k. Local shops and services

l. Reasonable taxes

m. Family/Friends

n. Safe community/lack of crime

o. Proximity to job

p. Unable to move or relocate

Q3 Taking all things into consideration, how would you rate the overall
quality of life in the Town of Cornwall?  choose one response

Answered: 291 Skipped: 59
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55.67% 162

30.58% 89

10.31% 30

3.44% 10

TOTAL 291

a. Better in
Cornwall tha...

b. About the
same in...

c. Worse in
Cornwall tha...

d. No
opinion/have...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Better in Cornwall than in other places I have lived or visited.

b. About the same in Cornwall than in other places I have lived or visited.

c. Worse in Cornwall than in other places I have lived or visited.  

d. No opinion/have only lived here

Q4 In your opinion, how is the overall quality of life in the Town of
Cornwall changing?  choose one response

Answered: 290 Skipped: 60
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14.48% 42

46.55% 135

31.03% 90

7.93% 23

TOTAL 290

# WHY? DATE

1 **********, the hippy ******with “shops” on main st. And apartment complexes excepting section 8. 1/12/2018 3:05 PM

2 Rules for housing construction only apply to some. House at end of ******* Street in the village had
a swimming pool built without a permit and the town did nothing to stop them. As a community the
laws have to apply to all in the same manner w/o exceptions.

1/12/2018 2:56 PM

3 We need economic growth . . . taxes are CRAZY!!!! Born and raised here and about to be pushed
out because of high taxes. Roads falling apart, businesses don't want to be here, not enough
people to shop down town and too expensive. Beautiful location but needs to be more affordable,
lower taxes. Young people are moving to Beacon in droves, and even Newburgh . . . why not
Cornwall?

1/11/2018 3:07 PM

4 Too many rentals opening up the town to lower quality of people. Also the Kiryas Joel debacle is
alarming

1/10/2018 10:23 AM

5 I can't compare it to how it may have been before I moved here 7 years ago. But I can say this: if I
could afford to move away I would in a New York Minute! I find it to be snobby and one of those
places that doesn't make newer residents feel welcome especially if you don't have kids in the
school system or if you are elderly. Very closed and VERY white. Sad.

1/4/2018 12:41 PM

6 Upper Main Street makes cornwall look like a very poor town 1/3/2018 5:23 PM

7 Main Street is slowly declining. 1/3/2018 4:34 PM

8 lack of services lack of facilities increasing taxes drug issues at high school that are ignored 1/3/2018 1:36 PM

9 Actions need to be taken to improve the downtown stores and have better parking 1/3/2018 1:17 PM

10 The current Town Board is not responsive to positive change that will better the community
including the improvements on Main Street as recommended by several organizations.

1/3/2018 12:39 PM

11 Housing costs and high taxes creating stagnancy 1/3/2018 12:35 PM

a. It is
improving

b. It is
staying abou...

c. It is
declining

d. No opinion

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a.  It is improving  

b. It is staying about the same

c. It is declining

d. No opinion
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12 Taxes are very high. There is no sense that even minor aesthetic improvements can be adopted. 1/3/2018 8:03 AM

13 Taxes are starting to go way up, soon this will be another area such as Westchester/Rockland
especially if the School Taxes keep going up the way they are. Enough is Enough! Soon anyone
that was born here or is retired and has lived a majority of their life here will not be able to afford it
anymore...

1/1/2018 5:54 PM

14 It is difficult to say whether life is improving or declining because there are so many factors to
consider.

12/31/2017 10:16 PM

15 which is why I stay, why I love it here 12/31/2017 3:26 PM

16 I have not seen any significant changes in this town except for the occasional shop/restaurants
opening and closing.

12/29/2017 8:16 PM

17 The old guard of town leaders seems intent on keeping things the way they've always been. I
would like to see bike lanes and better walking paths, for instance all the way to Storm King Art
Center. I would like the pond to be opened for skating more promptly when conditions permit.

12/28/2017 11:26 PM

18 Dated storefronts and businesses are in disrepair and have not made improvements that draw
visitors to Cornwall. There are a few exceptions, but main street looks decrepit and static, not
dynamic and welcoming. Cornwall Rising would be a good solution to this problem, and it should
be adopted.

12/28/2017 10:37 PM

19 Lack of plan to invigorate Main Street. High taxes. 12/23/2017 2:08 PM

20 Population seems to be growing slightly, more diverse. Less of the old "if you haven't been here for
six generations you don't matter" ethos.

12/20/2017 7:41 PM

21 Increase in light pollution, less of a sense of practical frugality than when we moved here 26 years
ago, which includes a strong sense of local history. Our public schools don't seem to enjoy the
same esteem, academically, as they did then. Cornwall really was the jewel of Orange County.
Now, I'm not so sure.

12/20/2017 9:00 AM

22 School rating has gone down, yet school taxes continue to go up. Development has not been
controlled or designed adequately i.e., poor design of CVS strip mall buildings and apartments
next to it are an imposing eye sore. Really no decent restaurants for dinner dining.

12/20/2017 8:35 AM

23 taxes are too high 12/19/2017 12:16 AM

24 Becoming more diverse 12/18/2017 5:33 PM

25 Need more restaurants. Need less taxes 12/18/2017 6:56 AM

26 Businesses on main st are improving It’s becoming a more diversified and attracting new people to
the area.

12/17/2017 10:36 PM

27 Because too many people don’t want to change anything. There is too much resistance to fresh
ideas from entrenched, myopic leadership.

12/17/2017 10:35 PM

28 Individual properties have been improving but the town hasn't changed much except for a few
more traffic lights. There is more money around now.

12/17/2017 10:30 PM

29 I think the Town Board should have some new people for Town Attorney and Planner and
Engineer. Bring in new ideas for the direction of the town. We need to protect open space and
address environmental concerns. Have a variety of businesses on Main Street and Hudson Street.
We can continue to improve the quality of life for citizens of Cornwall.

12/17/2017 10:07 PM

30 reluctance of long time residents to embrace needed changes. Lack of industry, vibrant local, and
main street not enticing or conducive to community engagement (a couple example of exceptions:
2 Alices & Painter's). Lack of pedestrian friendly environment and parking.

12/17/2017 8:11 PM

31 Purposeful efforts by individuals and groups of citizens 12/17/2017 11:48 AM

32 i feel there is increased diversity and fresh energy 12/8/2017 9:32 PM

33 There is no investment in business. Resistance is strong against developing tourist sector from
locals (I’m born and raised here). There is a tired mentality pervasive throughout, be it current
business owners who want no competition or established locals that fear change.

12/7/2017 11:50 PM

34 Only lived here for one year so far 12/7/2017 11:02 PM
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35 The overall attitude of those who have always lived in Cornwall is they refuse to vote for change or
even listen to anyone who was not born and raised here. It is a us vs them mentality. Any change
is a struggle and divides the community. We also need to actively identify, reach out and recruit
new people who have moved here that have the talent, expertise and willingness to work on
projects like Main Street development and school boards.

12/7/2017 4:48 PM

36 Maintain low crime, high natural appeal of the area coupled with outstanding school district.
Property taxes should be lower. Bike trail/greenway on abandoned rail line through western part of
town by the high school would be an incredible resource.

12/6/2017 6:36 PM

37 Taxes are so high that disposable income cannot keep up, and therefore, no funds to support local
businesses or home improvement.

12/6/2017 5:28 PM

38 New folks moving in are bring with them the same ideas, of what are town should be that forced
them to move to cornwall.

12/6/2017 1:55 PM

39 Lack of interest, apathy 12/6/2017 1:07 PM

40 High cost of housing 12/6/2017 12:10 PM

41 A lack of progress will make this town less attractive in the short and long term. The school captial
improvements bond was voted down. Status quo candidates on the town board were re-elected,
which means nothing will change. When things don't change it means they decline.

12/6/2017 9:51 AM

42 There are way too many "born and raised in Cornwall" who have the attitude that if you do not live
in the "center of town" you do not live in Cornwall. Cornwall is very clicky. This negatively impacts
students. The taxes are way to high!! The town does little to encourage tax paying industries to
located within the borders. There are way to many individuals who wrongly insist that the High
School is located within the Town of New Windsor.

12/6/2017 7:14 AM

43 Store r n8t open later. Not manybpkqxes for teenagers and our main street is poor 12/6/2017 7:07 AM

44 Cornwall does need to allow itself to modernize 12/6/2017 7:06 AM

45 Community as a whole is more active coming together on public events, street fairs, tree lighting ,
9/11 ceremony etc...

12/6/2017 6:51 AM

46 Recently it seems to be improving. Need real foot traffic stores on Main Street to attract and keep
stores thriving.

12/6/2017 5:23 AM

47 New politicians asking questions and doing what the people want! 12/6/2017 3:15 AM

48 There are no improvements. We are in a stagnant state of living; our library is a joke, main street is
a joke, where are our resources? We don't even have a local hospital. Nobody uses the high
school football field because they don't want to drive to new windsor - how unfortunate. Try selling
the whole, "Oh it's because the field isn't the right size" bologna to someone who will buy it. Our
town is unorganized and turning into a drug haven. Soon we will be the next Kiryas Joel.

12/6/2017 12:13 AM

49 See a better Main Street and businesses opening. 12/5/2017 11:51 PM

50 New shops in town, but still bicycles stolen from garages; for every up, there is at lease one down 12/5/2017 11:43 PM

51 Political leadership is stagnant, without vision, and oppositional to progressive change. 12/5/2017 10:24 PM

52 I have only lived here just over 1 year. 12/5/2017 10:24 PM

53 Very little progress in terms of making necessary changes to improve the community or to
encourage small businesses to open on Main Street.

12/5/2017 10:23 PM

54 High taxes, school quality deteriorates, not much business in town. 12/5/2017 10:15 PM

55 No new growth, rising taxes hurts young families 12/5/2017 10:08 PM

56 No vibrant businesses on Main Street. 12/5/2017 8:28 PM

57 When I first moved here there were a variety of shops. I could have visitors and take them out for
lunch and spend time in town. Now there is nothing to go to except Jones Farm.

12/1/2017 1:39 PM

58 Some events and things are improving the sense of community, but overall i feel crime is
increasing, quality of the schools is decreasing, and the town's dedication to keeping our
environment clean is also declining.

11/20/2017 4:12 PM

59 Taxes are out of control 11/19/2017 8:45 PM
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60 Community aesthetics, no new industry, stores do not attract visitors like upcoming Cold Spring,
Wappingers, Fishkill, Beacon, etc. Other towns are making wonderful improvements in their
community and bringing in new business and attracting visitors. Cornwall has been steadily
declining in the many years I have lived here. Such a shame. Also the schools. There are issues
going on in the schools today that get ignored by the teachers and administration. Cornwall needs
to wake up and make some changes. Parks such as the one by the river should have toilets so
people can enjoy the park for longer periods of time. This just breaks the surface.

11/19/2017 7:52 AM

61 I would like to see further stores and waterfront activities located down along the Hudson River in
Cornwall

11/19/2017 6:24 AM

62 have only been here less than a year 11/18/2017 7:22 PM

63 Affordable housing is non-existent and good paying jobs are far away. 11/18/2017 12:25 PM

64 high taxes and concerns of outside communities infringing 11/17/2017 9:12 AM

65 Too many people crying about things they want but don't do anything for change. Been here 9
years and it was great and quaint when I moved here now it's a bunch of health crazed nature
freaks who want to bring tourism to this town.

11/16/2017 11:30 PM

66 There seem to be less businesses that I would go to on Main Street in comparison to 20 years
ago. The taxes are very high compared to other areas that I've lived.

11/16/2017 11:24 AM

67 I’ve lived here for 11 years. Not much has changed. It seems as if people are too concerned with
NIMBY than progress. Let’s get more business in here to offset costs. Trader Joe’s, etc

11/15/2017 5:38 PM

68 i guess i would say the taxes, i noticed alot of empty houses driving around. people are moving out
and building high priced housing that people cant efford. alot of ny city people are moving into the
area. and there is more traffic than when i was growing up.

11/15/2017 5:09 PM

69 Taxes are increasing without any service being added. Recreational facilities are dismal. 11/15/2017 3:45 PM

70 The taxes are out of control and came on so rapidly it is causing stress for many families. The
town and village offer business', restaurants, etc but that is not because of our tax dollars. Plus all
we pay for water

11/15/2017 2:23 PM

71 As "outsiders", we are generally disregarded and/or told we aren't really "wanted" in the town. We
pay taxes and solicit local businesses, but I haven't seen much that inclines me to believe it's
improving.

11/15/2017 1:21 PM

72 Decline of Main Street -- there is no sense of community on Main Street -- service businesses suck
the life out of the central business district. For 25 years we have talked about cleaning up the wires
and have done NOTHING. While the rest of the Hudson Valley is thriving -- Cornwall is stagnant!

11/15/2017 1:19 PM

73 No shopping 11/15/2017 1:16 PM

74 Taxes are being raised on properties that have barely changed. Businesses are decreasing in
value.

11/15/2017 11:49 AM

75 More to do than ever: farmer's market, outdoor concerts, Main Street and 2 Alice's activities, some
great restaurants now, barn dinners nearby.

11/15/2017 11:34 AM

76 It has come a long way but progress seems to be not keeping the pace needed for small
businesses to survive. We need more events like the Fall festival and now the recently added
Holiday event. Small pop up shops. Town of Cornwall need a place for coffee. The Village needs
lunch venues.

11/15/2017 9:39 AM

77 Love the charm, friendliness, safety, and vibrancy of community organizations (Scouts, little
league, churches, etc.). DON'T LIKE THE TAXES!

11/15/2017 8:36 AM

78 Taxes and Govt policy 11/15/2017 8:16 AM

79 People are trying to change things in Cornwall. If one of ten changes doesn’t go through they
throw a tantrum like a 3 year old. Also, the sense of community has diminished within the past 5
years. Residents are now more interested in seeing our differences than working together. I could
go on, but in general, the attitude of the residents is declining and it will ruin our town.

11/15/2017 7:32 AM

80 Main Street seems to be declining, it looks run down and many vacant openings. 11/15/2017 5:31 AM

81 More progressive open minded people moving to the area 11/15/2017 4:16 AM

82 Being taxes out 11/15/2017 1:31 AM
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83 Been the same town since I was little 11/14/2017 11:49 PM

84 Main street hasn't really improved. Some roads in good repair, others not great. Things aren't bad
by any stretch but I wouldn't say they are improving either.

11/14/2017 4:21 PM

85 WE LOST OUR HOSPITAL 11/12/2017 7:24 PM

86 More second homes People moving in do not respect what Cornwall has been special for -
peacefully and naturally beautiful area. Money is more important to them.

11/11/2017 9:05 AM

87 Maintaining services, controlling cost of Local govt. 11/10/2017 7:37 PM

88 The town appeals most to young families, as it always has. However, it offers little to attract or
retain young people and there is a gap in people aged 23-30.

11/9/2017 12:09 PM

89 Indifferent, unresponsive town government and school board 11/9/2017 6:14 AM

90 We need to improve our Main Street to make it more inviting and attractive so people will visit and
shop local.

11/8/2017 10:29 PM

91 I have only lived here two years. 11/8/2017 8:01 PM

92 Main St really hasn't advanced much in the six years I have lived here. Taxes keep going up and I
don't see ideas to stop or reduce that trend, especially from the school board. I didn't know of the
poor choices the town had made with the high school placed outside of town or the wells. Very
disappointed.

11/8/2017 7:06 PM

93 Losing Hudson Street Cafe was heartbreaking. We need more small businesses, cafes and
restaraunts are crucial for bringing shoppers to the area.

11/8/2017 12:17 PM

94 We have a good grocery store and high school is best in county and 2 Alices cafe . 11/8/2017 11:37 AM

95 Not much changes 11/8/2017 11:25 AM

96 I don't see any growth here, in terms of business development--other than salons 11/8/2017 10:31 AM

97 Local government not willing to take on the "big" projects ( Main St., Powerlines, Beautification) .
Cornwall has a real opportunity to become a vibrant center of commerce and retail due to natural
beauty, long Main St., and proximity to world class attractions (SKAC).

11/8/2017 10:29 AM

98 There are changes coming to the schools (renovations) and the athletic fields, also the revised
taxes! But there is a lot of work to be done!

11/8/2017 10:27 AM

99 very little personal daily involvement 11/8/2017 9:04 AM

100 Recently moved here. However I am familiar with the area and always wanted to live here. So far,
no disappointments.

10/27/2017 7:24 PM

101 Fewer jobs. Expensive housing. Hard for businesses. 10/27/2017 5:43 PM

102 More progressive thinkers are becoming involved in the community. 10/26/2017 9:44 PM

103 still very nice but new people do not all seem to have same spirit of the town 10/25/2017 10:32 PM

104 There needs to be more focused action by town and village ongoing committee to recruit and help
finance new businesses/commercial ratables. thinking that this will happen by promotion will not
work.

10/24/2017 1:02 PM

105 To many people moving in for NYC/Rockland county 10/23/2017 4:19 PM

106 Have been here 17 years.Quality of life unchanged. 10/22/2017 12:10 PM

107 More diverse 10/22/2017 8:20 AM

108 Living here since 2011, only DeCicco's is new and I worry about their ability to remain given their
higher pricing in relationship and proximity to Hannaford, Price Chopper and Shoprite.

10/20/2017 6:04 PM

109 Too many liberals moving in from NYC, Rockland, Westchester & NJ. Too many people driving a
Prius, think about it. Too many people have an opinion about how to make Cornwall better. The
way to make it better is to ship them back to where they came from and put up a wall to keep them
out,

10/20/2017 3:29 PM

110 Would love to see Main Street become a "walkable" community. More shops/restaurants on Main
St. Maybe consistent signage or awnings to give a more cohesive look.

10/17/2017 2:35 PM

111 School taxes are extremely high! 10/17/2017 2:34 PM
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112 Influx of people with creative, progressive ideas. 10/15/2017 7:46 AM

113 Younger people and families are moving to the area from NYC and seem involved and invested in
making the community better. There are lively discussions at board meetings and social media.
Surrounding municipalities like Beacon are developing and giving people in Cornwall some good
ideas on how to develop.

10/12/2017 6:43 PM

114 Not enough neighborhood coffee shops or single owner cafes in town of C -old section. Daytime
Hangout spots

10/12/2017 6:16 PM

115 Every place I've lived happiness depends on good friends, nice neighbors and family. I moved
here 7 years ago and I've never felt comfortable here, always like an outsider. It's a very sterile
enclave with few mixed races or cultures. A little too snooty for me.

10/12/2017 3:07 PM

116 The store fronts are not updated and things are looking run down considering how much we pay in
taxes. We have a lot of businesses but not enough interesting shops and we could use even more
variety of restaurants.

10/12/2017 1:57 PM

117 Bad: Favorite restaurants have closed. Favorite barber passed away. Streetside trees butchered.
Ash trees dying. Good: New Thai restaurant. Revived restaurant at golf course. Rehabilitation of
Sands-Ring homestead. Movies in Donahue Park. Promised increased frequency of MetroNorth
service to Salisbury Mills/Cornwall. Recent interest in politics might result in election in November
of Town officials less resistant to change and new ideas than current officials.

10/12/2017 11:41 AM

118 Taxes are becoming so high often have to forgo other things to adord them. 10/12/2017 10:54 AM

119 I feel like there could be more emphasis in making this an attractive town for people to visit, while
still holding onto that small town feel. As a mom, I love the schools, and we love our neighborhood.
But as a business owner, there really needs to be more emphasis on attraction to this town for the
people from the city and surrounding area.

10/12/2017 10:39 AM

120 representatives of the town are the same, old, recycled and more concerned with keeping "power"
and "control" vs. moving ahead

10/12/2017 10:11 AM

121 Over populated 10/12/2017 10:04 AM

122 People seem to want to urbanize the Town. Many of us here appreciate the small town that we
have and would like to keep it that way.

10/12/2017 9:00 AM

123 Businesses seem to come and go. We really need businesses that are permanent and entice
travelers. Having the success of the Cornwall eateries is wonderful. The rent at The Hudson Street
Cafe became too much so they had to move out of the area. It was the one eatery in the Village
that the community could count on for good food, very caring owners and an enjoyable place to
meet friends. I miss it greatly. In losing that place, we have lost the great small community feeling
that I so love about the Village.

10/12/2017 8:44 AM

124 I first clicked staying about the same but then decided i am uncertain about this. I think with more
and more neighborhoods outside of the town, the sense of community dwindles. also when they
built the highschool in NW, it broke up our community a bit too. i think people who live in those
neighborhoods dont understand what cornwall is about. i grew up in COH

10/12/2017 8:26 AM

125 Recent efforts are commendable. It appears that Cornwall has been on auto-pilot for a long long
time.

10/12/2017 7:22 AM

126 Every improvement seems to come with increased taxes, so it means we get more from our
community but have less disposable income to achieve other goals.

10/12/2017 7:05 AM

127 No improvements have been made in town except a few 9-11 memorials. Noise level has gone up.
Pavements in streets are in terrible shape. And a few vacant and spooky unattractive shape on
Main Street has been sitting there for the past 18 years.

10/12/2017 6:53 AM

128 Although there is an effort to improve the School taxes (although always an issue) are killing the
town - young families cannot afford to move in and elders cannot afford to keep there homes.

10/12/2017 6:49 AM

129 No historical experience 10/12/2017 12:33 AM

130 I have not lived here long enough to judge 10/11/2017 10:35 PM
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131 With all due respect to the people who run the town government, "historic main street" is a
collective sigh. There are virtually no trees/shade. The business diversity on main st. leaves a LOT
to be desired. Law offices? Car dealership? Architect? The TINY new Thai restaurant (which is
excellent) was apparently put through the ringer before being allowed to open. It is a welcome
addition, but more pedestrian friendly businesses would breathe some life into town. Cornwall
could learn a lot from what Nyack has done with their business district. It is beautiful, diverse and
vibrant.

10/11/2017 9:03 PM

132 Main Street is a disgrace. 10/11/2017 8:50 PM

133 High taxes. Special-interest voting blocs control gov't. 10/11/2017 7:50 PM

134 Local businesses. Clean. Safe. Quiet. Affordable (for New York State) 10/11/2017 7:44 PM

135 Taxes are high, and money is not spent wisely. Roads are a mess. Main street building are not
maintained, park pond is digusting. Town is wasting money building a historical society which has
to value to citizen quality of life.

10/11/2017 7:26 PM

136 Store fronts are bare, seems it's difficult to maintain the rent. There have always been activities in
a cornwall, but it doesn't feel like much has changed.

10/11/2017 6:54 PM

137 Taxes are increasing and it seems like services are decreasing. Also, a vibrant main street is
important but does not exist. The potential is there!

10/11/2017 6:02 PM

138 Been here 30 years. Still just as good as when i moved here. 10/11/2017 4:49 PM

139 Taxes are too high. Limits life's activities. 10/11/2017 4:04 PM

140 change is still very difficult in Cornwall, if you are not from here there is still a sense that you don't
belong. And I was born here, I see the "old" guard holding on for dear life.

10/11/2017 3:49 PM

141 Nothing much has changed in the 13 years I've lived here. 10/11/2017 3:15 PM

142 The town has not figured out how to grow. It is becoming stagnant. 10/11/2017 3:03 PM

143 Taxes are out of control and my house value is 125,000.00 less then the purchase price 13 years
ago!

10/11/2017 2:41 PM

144 I have lived in COH for one year and I'm unsure if I can provide an accurate response to this
question.

10/11/2017 2:37 PM

145 Property values, crime, proportional tax burden, schools, and environment seem stable. Don't work
in town, so decrease in local employment opportunities (e.g., hospital) has not affected me. Water
issues and development pressure are specific but mostly similar to earlier periods. Infrastructure
decline has happened but some repairs on horizon.

10/11/2017 1:55 PM

146 There are many new ideas and activities now. Like the Farmers Market, the Ball Drop, etc. from
years past

10/11/2017 1:48 PM

147 Revitalization of Main St. nice to see more retail opening. People are excited by the community
events and overall movement to bring Cornwall back to life

10/11/2017 1:36 PM

148 This survey, for one. Also the new energy coming from new candidates who are younger than the
same old lot. I'm feeling very positive!

10/11/2017 1:29 PM

149 We need change! Add new business and industry to offset taxes 10/11/2017 12:18 PM

150 Racism, town corruption, entitled attitude of people that have lived in community longer than
others.

10/11/2017 12:04 PM

151 I grew up in Cornwall when there were more businesses on Main Street, the town as a whole was
less run down, less trash on roads and grounds were kept up.

10/11/2017 12:03 PM

152 Neighboring religious communities 10/11/2017 11:55 AM

153 Outside interests in real estate are taking over the town. 10/11/2017 11:08 AM

154 There seems to be no vision by the local Governing boards of where this town is at and where
they want it to be. Also, the school district has lost it personal touch and now seems to be only
worried about test scores and looking good in the public eye. The teachers and administration are
simply passing through until the next best thing comes along.

10/11/2017 11:06 AM
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155 I would like to see a more walkable Main Street with street trees and places to sit and stores that I
would like to visit: like a bakery selling good croissants and an ice cream store and a used book
store for starters.

10/11/2017 10:59 AM

156 Summerfield is on the Town Board 10/11/2017 10:56 AM

157 The quality of life and schools are bringing in new families. 10/11/2017 10:53 AM

158 More progressive and creative people are moving in with good IDEAS to bring back Main Street to
its glory. And add benches! And ice cream.

10/11/2017 10:43 AM

159 High taxes and utilities and increase in crime 10/11/2017 10:33 AM

160 Overpopulation. Over devevopement of open properties. Traffic congestation due to
overpopulation.

10/11/2017 10:17 AM

161 Old infrastructure, updates to the children's playground and town pools are required. 10/11/2017 9:52 AM

162 There are too many people who think we should be more "cosmopolitan " have more city-like
services. The suburban/rural feel is one of the very best thing about the area. If I wanted city-like
services I would live in another area

10/11/2017 9:41 AM

163 I feel that people are more involved in their town and town government. People here for the most
part seem to care about our town, our children, safety, nature and intelligent growth

10/11/2017 9:35 AM

164 School taxs and crowned 10/11/2017 9:32 AM

165 Taxes taxes taxes 10/11/2017 9:31 AM

166 The scenic assets in surrounding areas are being encroached upon by poorly planned
development. I am not against development -- I understand the need for housing and reliable
commercial services but these need to be integrated in a way that makes sense and provide a
sustainable economic base and livable community for the future. Our community with its natural
assets of river, mountains, fields and outdoor recreational opportunities is beautiful and has much
potential. But Main Street has remained somewhat shabby and has a look of disinvestment over
the past two decades we've lived here. And if you don't keep up, then in some ways, you decline.

10/11/2017 8:59 AM

167 Cornwall is living in the past -- there is no vision of building a community for the 21st century 10/11/2017 8:54 AM

168 Only been here 2 yrs. Been great since the move. We are loving out new home. 10/10/2017 7:46 PM

Q5 What services or facilities would you like to see improved, expanded,
or developed over the next ten years?  choose one  response per line

Answered: 293 Skipped: 57
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50.72% 141

20.14% 56

26.62% 74

Q6 If no changes are made, what will be the most important problems
facing the Town of Cornwall over the next 10 years?  Choose up to five

responses from the list below.
Answered: 278 Skipped: 72

a.
Availability...

b.
Availability...

c. Adequacy of
parks/recrea...

d. Adequacy of
water/sewer...

e. Maintaining
high quality...

f. Crime &
public safety

g. Damage to
natural...

h. Level of
traffic &...

i. Loss of
population

j. Rate of
commercial...

k. Appearance
of commercia...

l.
Availability...

m. Climate
change:...

n. Erosion of
river banks,...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Availability of affordable housing options

b. Availability of a variety of housing options  

c. Adequacy of parks/recreation facilities
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37.77% 105

46.40% 129

15.47% 43

31.65% 88

28.78% 80

28.78% 80

37.05% 103

41.01% 114

26.26% 73

17.27% 48

20.14% 56

Total Respondents: 278  

d. Adequacy of water/sewer infrastructure

e. Maintaining high quality schools

f. Crime & public safety

g. Damage to natural resources

h. Level of traffic & congestion

i. Loss of population

j. Rate of commercial growth

k. Appearance of commercial development

l. Availability of places to walk & bike safely

m. Climate change: excessive heat, flooding, river rise and damage to infrastructure

n. Erosion of river banks, streams, & roads

Q7 Which of the following additions, replacements, or improvements are
needed in any of the Town’s recreation areas? Choose up to five

responses from the list below.
Answered: 278 Skipped: 72
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Fields for soccer, lacrosse, football

b. Playground equipment

c. Restrooms

d. Baseball/softball fields

e. Walking trails

f. Bike trails

g. Volleyball courts

h. Indoor facilities
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10.79% 30

8.27% 23

15.83% 44

23.74% 66

23.02% 64

11.15% 31

Total Respondents: 278  

i. Tennis courts

j. Basketball courts

k. Ice skating

l. Picnic facilities

m. Recreation opportunities for people with disabilities

n. No improvements are needed

Q8 How important do you agree it is for the Town to preserve or protect
the following:

Answered: 278 Skipped: 72

a. Open
Space/Undeve...

b.
Farmland/Fie...

c. Scenic Views
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e.
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f. Outdoor
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g. Public
Access to Op...
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d. Wildlife Habitat

e. Ground/Surface Water Resources

f. Outdoor Recreation Areas

g. Public Access to Open Space

h. Hudson River Corridor/Greenway

i. Trail Networks

j. Historic and Archeological
Resources

58.10% 147

62.06% 157

22.13% 56

Q9 List ways the Town of Cornwall might best improve its image.  Check
as many as desired; you can also fill in your own suggestions. 

Answered: 253 Skipped: 97

Total Respondents: 253  

# FILL IN YOUR OWN SUGGESTIONS (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 [moderated for personal attack] 1/12/2018 3:34 PM

2 REDUCE TAXES! 1/11/2018 3:10 PM

3 It doesn't seem to feel like an "inclusive" atmosphere. But my reason for staying is due to the
available hiking areas, nature areas, such as Black Rock and Storm King. I do not care about
development when it means expanding housing or property ownership. The more houses and
businesses and more people and crowds. And that could ruin the "overall image" of the town. Hell
if we need all that extra "stuff" drive an hour away and you'll have NYC "stuff".

1/4/2018 12:48 PM

a. Tighten
development...

b. Beautify
public spaces

c. The overall
image of the...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Tighten development standards to encourage a more consistent, inviting look for new development.

b. Beautify public spaces

c. The overall image of the Town is fine
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4 Have members of the town board not use social media as a platform and give out wrong or
misleading information.

1/3/2018 4:37 PM

5 main street is not inviting for patrons all nail salons or insurance agencies. Parking is limited. Lack
of use of waterfront is an issue. Development there is no commercial development in our town.
We have no tax base so we suffer.

1/3/2018 1:39 PM

6 The interest has to be there from users of commercial property before regulations get more
onerous

1/3/2018 1:29 PM

7 Work should be done on Main Street and Hudson Street to have an inviting commercial area 1/3/2018 1:23 PM

8 Making Main Street property owners accountable for the appearance of their buildings; diverting
traffic flow on Main Street for safety purposes; beautifying Main Street to attract new businesses;
adding planters and trees to help the appearance of Main Street

1/3/2018 12:44 PM

9 Although some commercial development is desirable to keep taxes in check, it should be on major
routes : no sewage contractor's landfills or industrial parking on Meadowbrook Lane! Also, it is
extremely important to keep the Pilgrim Pipeline from being built and to put some brakes on all the
hunting and trapping, partly for the sake of wildlife and also for the sake of all the non-hunting
public that would like to be able to access natural areas at all times of the year.

12/31/2017 10:46 PM

10 Have Zoning in place and building site spec. pre-set for approval of all undeveloped properties
(Build to Suit / Shovel Ready). Developers will work with the Planning Board to finalize official plan
approval.

12/31/2017 4:03 PM

11 Give Main St a facelift with paint. There has been no vision in the zoning, so the buildings are a
random mishmash. Bring cohesion with paint. We could be the town of colors.

12/29/2017 12:11 AM

12 Get interesting businesses on Main Street. Put a moratorium on new monuments and memorials
for veterans, etc. Improve the water front park, first by making it more easily accessible. Expand
and improve the town pool, along the lines of the great one they have in Monroe.

12/28/2017 11:31 PM

13 A new Town attorney needs to be appointed. This one person has been reappointed for too long
and has too much influence on how the Town develops. To realize the needs and wants of the
citizens, a change needs to be made in this position. Bike paths, protected open space, and other
needs could be more easily implemented with a more open-minded individual. For example, if a
bicycle and foot trail were developed linking Storm King, Black Rock, and the Trestle/Schunemunk
area as well as Storm King Art Center, not only would a great deal of parking problems be
eliminated near the Art Center, but a HUGE number of visitors would take advantage of this
network, and would see Cornwall as a destination worth more than an hour's stop. This type of
bold vision needs new energy and leadership to see it to fruition. In addition to these changes, the
Town needs to adopt the Cornwall Rising recommendations and change the Main St. experienced
by the public and visitors. There will be naysayers, but the influx of visitors and business following
such changes will be a sufficient answer to those who resist change. To not take advantage of
Cornwall's location, natural beauty, and access to NYC is an opportunity we cannot continue to
miss. Finally, one of the simplest things the Town needs is a public restroom that is open all year
at all hours. People recreate at all times, and fears of vandalism is not a good enough reason to
keep our park bathroom locked up most of the year.

12/28/2017 10:52 PM

14 The paved triangle at Chadeayne circle near the 9/11 memorial should be dug up and landscaped,
similarly to what the village does with their median. Also, STOP with the monuments!! We've got
way more that we should, and the ones we do have are very poorly executed. I share the deep
feelings related to 9/11 that all New Yorkers do, but that memorial is hideous! So is the gratuitous
memorial to war veterans who aren't even from this community. The Lions Club need to chill!

12/20/2017 9:16 AM

15 It's a little late for consistency and aesthetics at the Cornwall Plaza, but Main Street should
preserve as best it can its original store fronts while sprucing them up.

12/20/2017 8:52 AM

16 Economic development & small business growth 12/18/2017 3:56 PM

17 More restaurants, less unused commercial spaces 12/18/2017 6:59 AM

18 Develop an image. I don’t think the town really has one to “improve.” 12/17/2017 10:39 PM

19 Have a vision for Main Street with a variety of businesses. A way to attract small business to the
town and the village. Make Zoning laws for lighting. Protect open space. Have new people on the
town board and the representatives of the board. Have some free or metered parking at Donahue
park instead of permit only.

12/17/2017 10:14 PM
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20 Despite gorgeous attractions (e.g., hiking, SK Art center, Jones Farm, The Museum of the H
H'lands) Main Street and Hudson St are not inviting or easy to access for people who would like to
wander the 2 down town areas and spend money in local businesses.. Main St is especially off-
putting: parking, narrow street that does not allow people to see what's available. Some of the
attractive main buildings are diminished by ugly neighbors and an uninviting environment.

12/17/2017 8:29 PM

21 Improve/enhance retail in downtown corridor (to make Cornwall more of a destination for both out-
of-towners and residents)

12/17/2017 12:13 PM

22 Encourage business growth on Main and Hudson while maintaining the small town feel. Continue
to preserve and advertise natural beauty and outdoor rec opportunities

12/17/2017 9:26 AM

23 Inviting does not mean cookie cutter. The Main Street town plan looks like another outdoor mall.
Nepotism not expertise is rampant . Town has a habit to add last minute things to agenda with no
public input. Use social media to inform with data driven information . Be more proactive not
reactive . Always said “if you bring people in in early planning you will have collaboration. If you
work in a bubble you will have criticism.

12/7/2017 5:08 PM

24 Continue to improve business development on main street. 12/7/2017 6:01 AM

25 Tax incentives for small business development. I.e property tax abatement for buildings along
main st.

12/6/2017 6:39 PM

26 Kiddie pool.... 12/6/2017 4:25 PM

27 Stop making it so difficult to open a new business in town. Opening Costs should be kept low to
increase business interest. Also, create more public parking lots and a one side only parking
enforcement. Main St is crazy!!! Two cars going thru at once is just insane.

12/6/2017 1:11 PM

28 Allow more business development 12/6/2017 1:11 PM

29 We need a master plan for the cluster of public facilities at Riverlight Park, the Town Hall, the
Public Library and Sands Ring Homestead. This set of properties needs a better walking and
vehicular circulation plan, pedestrian safety improvements, more and better signage, and more
community involvement before any more buildings or other facilities are constructed. In the
Village, better signage is needed to direct people to the municipal parking lot and encourage them
to use it. In the Main St. business corridor in town, a marketing and development plan to attract
certain types of businesses is needed and food-related businesses are one clear opportunity as a
focal point for this, to complement hospitality and tourism visitation that we already have (this food
focus can extend into the Village as well). Where new commercial development is allowed and
desired, e.g., the 9W corridor, we need good architectural and design standards so the gateway to
Cornwall, coming down Rt. 9W from the north, is attractive into the future. At the shopping center
with DeCiccos, CVS, etc., design standards and potential site plan changes should be developed
so at some point in the future, a better circulation pattern for cars, better walking paths, etc. can be
implemented so this whole area is more walkable.

12/6/2017 12:20 PM

30 Encourage business development along Main Street that builds on the successful businesses:
Mod, Fiddlestix, Brid's Closet. People like to shop, eat and drink. We need more cafes, clothing
stores, shoes stores, book stores,toy store, bakery. Look at the successes in Warwick, Rhinebeck
and Beacon for inspiration.

12/6/2017 9:57 AM

31 Be less clicky. Reduce the taxes. Establish tax paying businesses. Tax the individuals who Air
B&B their homes. Charge more for the town activities - make the individuals who play the sports,
etc pay for the services.

12/6/2017 7:18 AM

32 Also Upgraded shopping facilities, expand commercial retail space. 12/6/2017 7:09 AM

33 Main Street needs an overhaul! 12/6/2017 6:43 AM

34 Make an effort to contact landlord in abandoned Thai restaurant near Lafayette/Main and promote
it to be reinvigorated. It looks bad and is located where visitors enter town via Mountain. Also,
there is a lack of diversity-please take into consideration when hiring. Noticeable on work crews
that minorities and women hold the signs and stand on the sidelines, while the white guys run the
equipment and hold foreman positions. This is pervasive in road and utility crews everywhere-but
noticeable in road/tree work being done here.

12/6/2017 5:40 AM

35 Donahue park could use restrooms and some kind of eatery. Stores on Main Street are improving,
but it literally is about a block and a half, the rest are service oriented storefronts, which is sad. I
would like to have Main Street as a destination to shop, not a pit stop. I applaud people that have
the courage to open a business, but some of these businesses are best in an office environment
rather than a store front.

12/6/2017 5:34 AM
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36 Infrastructure to assist any development is very important. Cornwall needs to make the area
inviting to working class families.

12/6/2017 3:21 AM

37 -Our town looks old -Our library is rotting. We need a bigger library with new computers, like the
Newburgh Library. -Diversity needs to be encouraged -Healthcare needs to be improved, we need
a hospital -Main street needs to be extended -We need more shops -We need an indoor
community center -We need resources for those on drugs, increase awareness of drug use in
Cornwall -Possibly have a clean needle program for those using heroin -Provide community clinic
days for drug users -Parking should not be allowed on main street, this would give the entrance to
Cornwall a larger appearance. Increase foot traffic on mainstreet by allowing stores to remain
open longer. More cafes should be built. -Cornwall needs to be a luxury community, when
someone mentions Cornwall people should think big homes, nice stores, clean town, great shops,
and diverse environment. -We need to be more like Bedford/Bedford Hills or Katonah, more
upscale - less hipster. -We need to break from the past and be more progressive. Yes the history
of Cornwall is beautiful, but we need to update our image because it's becoming dusty.

12/6/2017 12:31 AM

38 Little League fields are subpar to neighboring towns. A real town pool would also be nice like
Woodbury.

12/5/2017 11:58 PM

39 Main Street 12/5/2017 11:37 PM

40 Empty storefronts are depressing - how can we get those spaces rented out for long-term? 12/5/2017 10:37 PM

41 I'm not sure what is meant by "image" here but there are several ways in which I'd like to see the
town progress beginning with our commercial corridor i.e. Main St. Despite what some members of
the town council say, there are several things that can be done to attract the kind of business we
want. For one, zone according to what we want - there should be no or limited ground floor
residential. Obviously, we don't throw those people out but as they move out...

12/5/2017 10:31 PM

42 A nice, expanded town pool with picnic grounds 12/5/2017 10:17 PM

43 Create design standards for businesses on Main Street. 12/5/2017 8:33 PM

44 Need to slow down traffic on main street. It is critical to make main street more pedestrian friendly
even if it means removing a couple of parking spots ( finding parking is rarely an issue). Need to
add benches and places to allow people to linger.

11/26/2017 8:36 AM

45 Focus less on commercial development and business and focus more on preserving our area's
natural beauty and features.

11/20/2017 4:15 PM

46 Main St needs a facelift. Hanging baskets & flowers in the spring/summer, Christmas/holiday
lights, lampposts.

11/19/2017 8:52 PM

47 You should also consider stricter rules for homeowners who let their homes fall in disrepair. Force
banks into a quicker turnaround for foreclosures.

11/19/2017 8:08 AM

48 Inprove the overall health of the pond in the summers with all natural algae reduction (Contact City
of Peekskill for viable solution as they have remedied their algae problem)

11/19/2017 6:29 AM

49 Stop being the Town of "It's not possible in Cornwall" and being so negative about big projects that
might be expensive and difficult to achieve. Undergrounding the utilities downtown, adding places
to sit, adding more crosswalks and trees and cracking down on absentee landlords who leave their
properties vacant would all make the downtown more vibrant.

11/18/2017 12:30 PM

50 More shops and community areas along Main Street. 11/15/2017 2:48 PM

51 Must have some form of Architectural Review in the Business District -- We cannot let the town
become just a another suburb -- Developments like the proposed Cornwall Commons are a
disaster for a town like Cornwall. We also need to clean up Main Street.

11/15/2017 1:23 PM

52 Pretty lamp-posts (decorated accordingly for holidays), better crosswalk signs (lower speed limit
on Main to 20 mph), more variety of stores (way too many hair & pizza places, not enough
diversity), an old fashioned cafe/ bakery would be clutch. Leave the waterfront as is, too many
places nearby that can visit waterfronts and leave town a place to escape the madness. And
definitely no public transportation into Town.

11/15/2017 11:02 AM

53 Work to create a more vibrant business district (i.e., more retail) 11/15/2017 9:38 AM

54 Discourage large development projects. No more low income housing projects 11/15/2017 8:19 AM

55 The town need to clean up down town. Code enforcement should ensure the residents on Main
Street are inviting.

11/15/2017 5:35 AM
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56 Parking along Main Street, trendy restaurants 11/14/2017 11:55 PM

57 Lower the speed limit from 30 to 20 mph where pedestrians and motorized traffic share the road
(i.e. where there are no sidewalks).

11/14/2017 6:30 PM

58 Main street needs improvement. Parks need to be protected. Why can't an historical center be
located on main street? That makes way more sense than building something new.

11/14/2017 4:25 PM

59 GET THE HOSPITAL BACK.. 11/12/2017 7:29 PM

60 Keep businesses in commercial area. Control the renting of homes and parts of homes on sites
like Air BnB. Makes the area into version of Catskill Hotels.

11/11/2017 9:11 AM

61 This Town has never encouraged "outsiders" and people looking to improve there quality of lifr find
Cornwall Lets not make this town into what they are fleeing

11/10/2017 7:43 PM

62 Remove the wires from Main Street; provide additional off street parking behind properties on
Main Street; obtain façade easements to provide enhanced architectural interest and secure on
going maintenance

11/10/2017 10:13 AM

63 Signage for parking locations on Main Street needs to be improved. Visitors do not know where to
park.

11/9/2017 12:14 PM

64 Discourage single family housing development. Encourage growth of commercial corridors 11/9/2017 6:16 AM

65 Encourage a variety of new businesses to move to cornwall. 11/8/2017 10:33 PM

66 Improve Main St store fronts. Attract more businesses, especially little eateries. Connect Storm
King Museum with a shuttle to Main St. Get a grip on taxes. People who have lived here all their
lives need to sell and move because they can't afford their taxes anymore. Be realistic about town
development with the real cost to people.

11/8/2017 7:24 PM

67 Plant trees on Main Street and create sinage standards. 11/8/2017 10:50 AM

68 Create a better architectural board so that our Main Street looks respectable and beautiful more on
par with towns such as Beacon or Rye, NY

11/8/2017 10:36 AM

69 Town Ordinance on appearance of Main St. businesses. 11/8/2017 10:31 AM

70 Supporting local businesses and creating inventive stories attract more businesses into town! 11/8/2017 10:31 AM

71 The town can better improve its image by research development and thoughtful community
involvement ,

11/8/2017 10:26 AM

72 Recently moved here and fulfilling a long desire to do so. Love the close-knit town feeling with the
ability to walk to Main Street from home. Truly believe there is a good combination of privately
owned with a few chain-type establishments in town to provide a fair level of choices for
residences. Would love to see more in-town restaurant choices to offer more variety (albeit very
happy with the establishments today), however with a little more modern "twist".

10/27/2017 7:44 PM

73 Advertise to get tourists to Main St to get new businesses 10/27/2017 5:46 PM

74 The town is fine image-wise, moving forward just avoid reckless development (overbuilding of
residential developments and commercial strip malls)

10/25/2017 10:43 PM

75 Improve city center 10/24/2017 4:29 PM

76 Need to be more inclusive and open to sustainable development projects.. 10/22/2017 8:25 AM

77 Create a youth/teen center to help combat the drug epidemic growing in Orange county. 10/20/2017 6:12 PM

78 No more subdivisions. 10/20/2017 3:37 PM

79 Improve the entrance to the cornwall business district on Quaker Ave. Signage for local
businesses.

10/18/2017 6:45 PM

80 Some of riverfront should be developed for entertainment (restaurants/shops) 10/14/2017 8:26 AM

81 I would say the opposite of "a." A consistent look for new development should be avoided. 10/13/2017 12:37 AM

82 Lower costs of permits so there aren't as many disincentives for people to maintain and improve
their homes. Create signage so people know that Cornwall exists and that it has much to offer!

10/12/2017 6:47 PM
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83 Don’t know if already, but perhaps become a Government Main Street community that offers
Facade Grants, historic preservation society, incentives offered to new businesses. Push social
media

10/12/2017 6:21 PM

84 I've heard from a few different business owners that have wanted to open businesses in Cornwall,
that it is very hard to do so since the town gives them a very hard time with renovations to the
space. They have gone on to open up businesses in other towns that give them incentives and are
helpful to them and opening their business. Our town is starting to look very run down and our
sidewalks are a danger to children on bikes and scooters as well as the elderly. There should be
some form of standards for the look of the buildings on Main St.

10/12/2017 2:06 PM

85 Improve safety on Main Street with slightly raised, brick crosswalks. Improve signage by placing
additional kiosks with up to date maps at strategic locations. Add signs to indicate location of
public, off street parking in the central business district. Add directional signs to indicate locations
of parks and other public facilities. Lower nutrient levels in Ring's Pond to limit algae growth.

10/12/2017 11:56 AM

86 Become more conservation minded. Improve communication with residents and Listen to
them.Combine village and town services.

10/12/2017 10:58 AM

87 There needs to be more pride taken in public areas and Main Street. Having a strong Main Street
with kept up buildings and for people to sit and have things to do would make this a more desirable
place to live and visit.

10/12/2017 10:49 AM

88 Time for negative comments about the status quo to end. There is little appreciation or respect for
the "old" opinions that we like the Town and what we have.

10/12/2017 9:07 AM

89 I like the idea of a tourism office or museum as proposed. However, I would like to see a
partnership with utility to move the utility poles on main street as well as install brick pavers on
main street. The traffic circle could use a study to determine if its actually necessary or traffic can
somehow be re-directed.

10/12/2017 7:26 AM

90 It has to improve strategic communication, to make people feel welcome. New residents need to
be encouraged to get involved, tourists need to be encouraged to come, businesses need to be
encouraged to develop.

10/12/2017 7:09 AM

91 Removal of all electronic wooden pills and make them underground will add space as well as
safety. More trees and flowers on Main Street where people come for visit needs to be inviting and
pretty. Attractive street signs. The current ones are ugly and have no character. Look at cold
spring, Rhinebeck Main Street signs. It goes with history of their twons. Sidewalks can use a
facelift.

10/12/2017 7:01 AM

92 Put strict guidelines and enforcement of Main Street commercial spaces - make store front for retail
space only. Enforce violations so buildings are not falling apart. Stop being negative that things
cannot be done.

10/12/2017 6:57 AM

93 I think it has a great image. It needs to be marketed outside of Cornwall to let people from outside
know what we have to offer.

10/12/2017 2:44 AM

94 Make Main Street more pedestrian friendly and inviting (underground utilities, introduce traffic
calming measures including safe and visible crosswalks, add benches, more plantings, etc.).
Tighten code enforcement to make sure owners keep up properties. Establish rules on how long
commercial properties may stay empty. Be welcoming to visitors by improving signage and having
more information what is available where.

10/11/2017 10:54 PM

95 The summer music series is a great idea, but the diversity of the music is terrible. Rock, folk rock,
classic rock, country. Sheesh.

10/11/2017 9:07 PM

96 Power lines on Main Street 10/11/2017 9:05 PM

97 Clean up deteriorating buildings on main st 10/11/2017 8:52 PM

98 Consolidate/coterminus of Village and Town to protect from encroachment, reduce redundancy
and contain gov't costs.

10/11/2017 8:10 PM

99 The "not in Cornwall" attitude needs changing. Big visions and projects take time but dismissing
them outright is not helpful. Considering this area gave birth to the revolution this attitude seems
strange. I have been told of the tension between Cornwall residents and people from Newburgh. It
was brought to my attention that people of color and those with dilapidated cars do not feel
welcome in Cornwall.

10/11/2017 8:03 PM

100 Architectural review board 10/11/2017 6:13 PM
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101 Make sure we do not over develop. Keep zoning laws such that lot sizes are larger. Also, improve
main street. Making it one way would be a start.

10/11/2017 6:05 PM

102 develop a standard for main st. and hudson st. for a more cohesive look. Replace crumbling
sidewalks, add areas to sit and communicate

10/11/2017 3:53 PM

103 d.) Hosting events to promote diversity & inclusion. e.) Initiating a volunteer program to match
locals (born/raised in Cornwall) with individuals or families who are transplants to Cornwall (moved
from outside Cornwall). The town seems divided among these two groups and some sort of
equivalent to a peer/mentor/welcome program may go a long way to bringing the community
together.

10/11/2017 2:46 PM

104 No more houses to be built! 10/11/2017 2:44 PM

105 Plan and build for foot and bike traffic over cars--in public spaces, in recreational/natural corridors,
in new development, and by investing in transit.

10/11/2017 2:02 PM

106 Cornwall has the potential to became the Small Town Americana that is uniquely it’s own image in
the Hudson Valley.

10/11/2017 1:43 PM

107 NO NEW CONSTRUCTION FOR A MUSEUM THAT IS NOT NEEDED. NO QUID PRO QUO ON
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. THERE WILL BE A MICROSCOPE ON ALL PROJECTS
INCLUDING SCAM SURVEYS TO JUSTIFY QUID PRO QUO. COMPRENDO AMIGO?

10/11/2017 1:36 PM

108 Stream of thoughts to follow- The town is NOT fine. The village looks like a completely different
area in comparison. How about creating tax incentives for families when they do home repairs
instead of penalizing with tax increases. Inforcing town code for houses that are in disrepair and
properties that are not maintained. As for Mainstreet, how about the town starts to buy the
buildings, creates revenue from rental properties and essentially give away storefronts to small
business owners. Basic signage and neon laws need to be developed. The town should take on a
historic feel and someone needs to lead that charge. We are sitting on a gem that looks any other
trashy OC town. If Warwick and Goshen can get their act together why can't we? Ferry to Beacon?
Courting restaurant owners, a partnership with the culinary to bring restaurants to the area.... Good
restaurants! We have more people visiting the area and are doing little to capture traffic. HIKE,
DINE, SEE Cornwall. What makes Cold Spring so great, shops, restaurants and public park on the
river. Maybe day passes to the river park can easily be made available to anyone who visits Storm
King?? Something like that. Proactively change the zoning on any for sale propoerties that would
serve as great commercial properties. Essentially Make the town desirable to small business
owners and the commerce and home sales will follow.

10/11/2017 12:21 PM

109 Lower taxes 10/11/2017 12:20 PM

110 Welcoming signage and plantings at Town border entryways. Align Town with sustainability
measures: charging stations, solar panel farm, Food forests, greenways ...

10/11/2017 11:06 AM

111 i think Main Street could be improved- Plant trees, hide power lines, get more interesting shops,
make it a destination for visitors..

10/11/2017 11:03 AM

112 Make the main drag more pleasing and fill in with businesses to make that area attractive and
walkable. Get rid of trolls on living in cornwall page - very negative experience there (I know it is
not town run) but it now represents the town in a large way. Connect more with the HHNM and
their philosophies towards children and environment. Allow their philosophies to transfer to public
schools. More innovative arts projects (visual) in town. Better relations with SKAC. More (good)
restaurants.

10/11/2017 10:52 AM

113 Slow down on the building. 10/11/2017 10:20 AM

114 We need more businesses aside from all of the hair salons 10/11/2017 9:57 AM

115 Get rid of CoH police department and combine with town. They are the most UNPROFESSIONAL
law enforcement department I have ever had the misfortune to encounter. They serve TO
HARASS tax payers for no valid reason. The case of Michelle Okin is still often used to teach law
students about police corruption.

10/11/2017 9:44 AM

116 We have a beautiful town and village. Our main street is too narrow with parking permitted on both
sides. this is very dangerous. the day after I bought my new car, my driver's side rear view mirror
was torn off my car ($500). There were other cars in the same shape in front of Fiddle Stix Café. I
feel frightened to go to that area now. Police were not helpful.

10/11/2017 9:42 AM

117 Get the overhead wires on main street underground 10/11/2017 9:33 AM
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118 Address vacant/distressed storefronts on Main Street. Remove the overhead wires on Main Street.
Make Main Street more accessible to visitors by transportation links that connect the Village
waterfront to Storm King Art Center and all points along the way. Work with Village to address
issues of common concern,e.g. Address requirements that short term visitors to the Village
waterfront get parking permits.

10/11/2017 9:06 AM

119 Better planning and acrchitectural review 10/11/2017 8:56 AM

120 Better social media information. Grew up on Long island. Used to receive town calendar that listed
trash days, recycled and holidays and rescheduled days for pick ups.

10/10/2017 7:52 PM

Q10 Indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of the
following statements. Please mark one response for each statement.

Answered: 273 Skipped: 77

a. There is a
good mix of...

b. Promoting
tourism is...

c. The Town
should impro...

d. Commercial
development...

e. Small
businesses a...

f. The Town
should have ...

g. The Town
should...

h. The Town
should...

i. The Town
should...

j. The Town
should explo...

k. Additional
parking shou...

l. The Town
should promo...

m. The Town
should promo...

n. The Town
should promo...

o. The Town
should pursu...
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p. The Town
should...

q. The Town
should...

r. The Town
should limit...

s. The Town
should impro...

t. The Town
should seek...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

NO
OPINION

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

a. There is a good mix of commercial,
institutional, government and office
development in the Town.

b. Promoting tourism is economically
important for the Town.

c. The Town should improve the
downtown/Main Street area streetscape
(e.g., landscaping, benches, trees, signage
improvements).

d. Commercial development should be
concentrated in the downtown/Main Street
area.

e. Small businesses are more important
than chains.

f. The Town should have the Farmer’s
Market in the downtown/Main Street area.

g. The Town should encourage design
guidelines that create a distinctive sense of
place and identity in Main Street.

h. The Town should encourage office
development in the Main Street area.

i. The Town should encourage
retail/service commercial development in
the Main Street area.

j. The Town should explore programs and
incentives for the reuse of
underutilized/vacant commercial buildings
and sites

k. Additional parking should be provided in
the Main Street area.

l. The Town should promote the
construction of bikeways connecting to the
Main Street area.
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17.95%
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0.37%
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8
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4.31

m. The Town should promote and
encourage programs and incentives for
rehabilitating historic homes and buildings.

n. The Town should promote and
encourage local agriculture and farm
viability.

o. The Town should pursue programs that
promote affordable housing opportunities.

p. The Town should encourage the
development of community solar where
possible.

q. The Town should encourage eco-
tourism.

r. The Town should limit and/or slow traffic
where possible.

s. The Town should improve stormwater
drainage.

t. The Town should seek funding through
grants and other sources to fund desired
improvements & facilities.

Q11 In my opinion, the following elements within the Town are:  (check
one per line)

Answered: 264 Skipped: 86

a. General
retail (...

b. Specialty
stores...

c. Medical
services/sup...
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services/sup...

d. Eating and
drinking...

e.
Recreation/e...

f. Tourist
related lodging

g. Agriculture

h. Outdoor
recreation
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3
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Undersupplied Adequate Oversupplied Not Necessary

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 UNDERSUPPLIED ADEQUATE OVERSUPPLIED NOT
NECESSARY

TOTAL

a. General retail ( groceries, pharmacy, hardware,
gas, etc)

b. Specialty stores (clothing, shoes, gifts, etc)

c. Medical services/supplies

d. Eating and drinking establishments

e. Recreation/educational opportunities

f. Tourist related lodging

g. Agriculture

h. Outdoor recreation

Q12 One additional item that you would like to see included in this survey
is:

Answered: 142 Skipped: 208

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Better community organizations collaboration. 1/12/2018 3:35 PM

2 [Moderated for personal attack] 1/12/2018 3:07 PM

3 equality for all residents without preference for residents that threaten lawyers such as resident
****** at the end of ******* street in the village.

1/12/2018 2:58 PM

4 Economic viability . . . all these questions are pushing lovely things, BUT HOW ARE WE PAYING
FOR THEM???

1/11/2018 3:17 PM

5 The DIRE need to begin charging for plastic bag usage! many towns in California are doing it as
well as towns/cities in NY state. Anything that helps to bring down litter and waste is good and
needed. And don't ask the citizens, just DO IT! Lord knows everyone who lives here can afford 10
cents per bag! Goodness. Just do it! ( and it should be more $$ than that!)

1/4/2018 12:58 PM

6 . 1/3/2018 1:46 PM

7 water front activities 1/3/2018 1:27 PM

8 Focus on pedestrian traffic and general walk ability 1/2/2018 9:51 PM

9 Limiting corruption by officials and those who, for various reasons, have undue power. 12/31/2017 11:09 PM
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10 The Economic Committee & Chamber to promote Art Galleries with adjacent café in the Business
Districts

12/31/2017 4:16 PM

11 A yes/no vote about franchises on Main Street and a yes/no vote about making Main Street a
pedestrian mall (no parking/traffic at all).

12/29/2017 12:25 AM

12 Town pool. 12/28/2017 11:37 PM

13 What public education agenda should the Town undertake to best serve residents and visitors?
Options should include Share the Road initiatives to explain pedestrian and cyclist right of way,
driver safety, and tips on how motorists should respond to pedestrians and cyclists for public
safety and sense of community.

12/28/2017 10:59 PM

14 We desperately need to dredge the pond at the town park, and do whatever else is necessary to
prevent the algae blooms from creating that unsightly scum. This is a major focal point and source
of visual identity for the town. Also, we need much more aesthetically pleasing lighting in the park,
and in general, around our community. This is what attracts (or repels) people.

12/20/2017 9:36 AM

15 Quality of life issues regarding noise from leaf blowers and industry and light pollution from street
lights and businesses.

12/20/2017 9:18 AM

16 property taxes and school taxes need to be addressed we are being taxed out of our area 12/19/2017 12:53 AM

17 Better communication between the Town Board & the Village to ALL Cornwall residents; better
communication by the School District; better Service to our elderly & all of our Veterans!

12/18/2017 4:09 PM

18 Cornwall/community identity. Ranking of town priorities. 12/18/2017 4:01 PM

19 Bookstore. I’d love a bookstore. 12/17/2017 10:48 PM

20 No more strip malls; more attractive, accessible main st., attractive housing for range of incomes. 12/17/2017 8:53 PM

21 List of volunteer opportunities that people can get involved in Specific projects with time
commitments . See what their availability is. Most people can’t make a meeting during the week

12/7/2017 5:25 PM

22 More opportunities for small businesses, affordability for businesses. I'd love to see a local deli,
bagel shop, smoothies, etc.

12/7/2017 6:18 AM

23 Bike trails 12/6/2017 6:44 PM

24 fishing 12/6/2017 2:22 PM

25 Taxes opinions 12/6/2017 2:19 PM

26 NA! 12/6/2017 2:13 PM

27 Question 18 should have the option for working elsewhere on this side of the river (e.g. Rockland,
Ulster, etc)

12/6/2017 1:18 PM

28 Lowering the cost of opening a business. 12/6/2017 1:15 PM

29 Diversity, human rights, and other social issues, including how to cultivate social and civil literacy
among youth in town via the schools and in other ways.

12/6/2017 12:27 PM

30 Art and music. One note on Q18 - I work in Rockland County, which is not listed as one of the
options. Another way to phrase the question is to ask how long your commute takes, rather than
specifically pinpointing locations and leaving some places out.

12/6/2017 10:03 AM

31 are you planning on moving out of Cornwall when you no longer have kids in the school. 12/6/2017 7:25 AM

32 Better access to commuter rail 12/6/2017 7:14 AM

33 More teenager events. We have many for senior but none for teenagers of tweeny 12/6/2017 7:13 AM

34 Traffic issues specific to main st area. 12/6/2017 7:03 AM

35 Recycling in outdoor areas and events. For instance at the 5k's where water is handed out, there is
no recycling of all those bottles.

12/6/2017 5:46 AM

36 Accessibility for all! 12/6/2017 3:26 AM

37 Nightlife! Nightlife is huge for any town - Cornwall has potential to be a classy tourist attraction.
We need more nightlife, more restaurants, more upscale lounges and bars, more upscale cafes.

12/6/2017 12:38 AM
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38 Additional sports like Ultimate Frisbee park for a safe non contact sport that encourages fitness.
Could be first town in Orange County with one. Might help in tourism. Plus becoming a popular
college sport.

12/6/2017 12:09 AM

39 each survey takes should be able to listen one thing, in their own words, that they believe needs
improvement, and one thing that is truly great already

12/5/2017 11:52 PM

40 Types of businesses to be included/added or see less of 12/5/2017 11:29 PM

41 I'd like to see a question about how effective we all think the town website is as far as
disseminating information to the community.

12/5/2017 10:36 PM

42 Removal of power lines and poles on Main Street. Needs beautification and updating! Long
overdue.

12/5/2017 10:30 PM

43 School and education quality 12/5/2017 10:23 PM

44 Indoor recreation 12/5/2017 10:13 PM

45 NA 11/20/2017 4:18 PM

46 Finding opportunities to add commercial development at the river front. ie: bars, restaurants, water
sport rentals, restrooms, Bbq grills.

11/19/2017 9:06 PM

47 Volunteer opportunities for public to get involved in panels for town issues. 11/19/2017 8:29 AM

48 How increasing businesses and restaurants can help offset high taxes. 11/19/2017 6:35 AM

49 ideas for new, outdoor/indoor activities 11/18/2017 7:44 PM

50 There was no option to select fining landlords for underutilized commercial space downtown.
There are too many police. The volunteer fire department is having trouble finding volunteers
because of the high cost of living and lack of good paying jobs cloes by. For "Indoor Facilities" I
think a rock climbing gym/bouldering would be great.

11/18/2017 12:37 PM

51 N/a 11/16/2017 11:39 PM

52 Traffic through main street area. It's hard to drive large vehicles, because of how people park. 11/16/2017 12:02 PM

53 Town pool 11/15/2017 3:16 PM

54 Public transportation 11/15/2017 1:30 PM

55 The "Welcome to Cornwall" sign should be at the traffic circle, not next to the strip mall and
apartments. Guests are put off by this first impression right now.

11/15/2017 1:26 PM

56 Less generalities and more specifics 11/15/2017 11:11 AM

57 Uniform clean-up/beautification of Main Street! 11/15/2017 10:39 AM

58 Community gardens 11/15/2017 9:41 AM

59 The survey is biased in that it presumes change is needed through government actions. The
charm of this town has little to do with central planning or programs encouraging any particular
type of development. It results from the individual entrepreneurs and voluntary civic institutions
who, over time, have created a community that is both vibrant and sustainable.

11/15/2017 8:49 AM

60 An indoor recreation center 11/15/2017 7:43 AM

61 Development near waterfront for businesses. 11/15/2017 7:02 AM

62 More festivals/concerts should be brought in. 11/15/2017 5:41 AM

63 Talking about taxes 11/15/2017 1:40 AM

64 Historical outreach. 11/15/2017 12:24 AM

65 Restaurants 11/15/2017 12:03 AM

66 Would love to see more specialty shops! 11/14/2017 11:56 PM

67 Nothing 11/14/2017 11:52 PM

68 Bike lanes. 11/14/2017 6:37 PM

69 GET THE HOSPITAL BACK HOW MANY TOWNS/COMMUNITIES/ IN NEW YORK STATE HAVE
A HOSPITAL

11/12/2017 7:39 PM
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70 There are at least 10 hair salons in this town. And one non-chain place to get breakfast and lunch.
Town should manage better who opens business here.

11/11/2017 9:18 AM

71 T 11/10/2017 7:50 PM

72 This entire survey assumes that any issue affecting Cornwall can be addressed by more
government or more spending. The survey should operate without this bias. For example: The
question on why choose to live in Cornwall mentions taxes as a reason to live in Cornwall. That's a
joke. No one moves here because of low taxes; they move here in spite of high taxes. Taxes are
easily the biggest negative factor regarding living in Cornwall. The survey should be asking about
that.

11/10/2017 6:13 PM

73 . 11/10/2017 3:06 PM

74 Bulk pickup twice a year reinstated 11/10/2017 9:22 AM

75 Rent-caps imposed on commercial landlords on Main St. 11/9/2017 12:18 PM

76 Discussion of ward voting 11/9/2017 6:19 AM

77 Main St. properties required to maintain the outside of their buildings in good standing. More picnic
areas for families. What happened to the hand ball court that was purposed and fundraised for?

11/8/2017 7:37 PM

78 Nothing else necessary. 11/8/2017 12:00 PM

79 How people feel about our resources being used to supply other "towns" 11/8/2017 11:09 AM

80 The strongest reason for a lot of people to move to Cornwall is the strong school district, so it’s a
most for the township to support Our School District! Specially when we are reeling on them to
supply to Recreational fields!

11/8/2017 10:40 AM

81 Expand on Retail 11/8/2017 10:36 AM

82 Development of a high level VisualArt /performance exhibition space that is not multi use.....fine art
/imdependent film/concert exhibition space in conjunction with Art Studios

11/8/2017 10:35 AM

83 have programs to engage teens in so they have activities when not in school. Availability is either
poorly publicized or non-existent, not every kid is athletic, some are cerebral, some are social.
Measure whats needed by the types of kids getting inn trouble.

11/8/2017 9:22 AM

84 Utilizing the old railway (O&W??) bed (tracks once connected Firth Cliff, across 32, under NYS
Thruway, out past Meadow Brook Lodge) to link Cornwall to “West Cornwall” without going
through Vails Gate. New roadway (with jogging and cycling lane) would Connect Quaker Ave/Mill
Street to High School in a matter of minutes (connect to 94 or continue to The Reserve) plenty of
agacent property to develop for soccer/lax fields, commercial zone. Most of railway bed is still in
place (annex?). Think big for the future of our community!

10/30/2017 1:22 PM

85 While the survey specifically mentions playgrounds and ball fields, nothing is mentioned regarding
the town pool facilities.

10/27/2017 8:00 PM

86 Is tourism good for the town? Yes. 10/27/2017 5:49 PM

87 What can the Town do to encourage its residents to get involved in their community? 10/26/2017 9:55 PM

88 a question that says "Do you think the town is fine as is" - If it's not broken don't fix it, once we
start taking grants etc we will be owned by whoever we got them from - I saw westchester get
decimated by that, towns were no longer allowed to choose what they wanted that's why we
moved

10/25/2017 10:59 PM

89 Towns current goals- ask for changes 10/24/2017 1:26 PM

90 address racial/ethnic diversity 10/22/2017 12:14 PM

91 Places in Town to gather outdoors benches tables. The Bridge Street location needs to be
utilized..

10/22/2017 8:29 AM

92 The fact that this is out there scares me. 10/20/2017 3:46 PM

93 Don't forget us in the Cornwall area west of Rt 32!!! 10/18/2017 6:50 PM

94 Redistricting Cornwall Central School District to just Cornwall and the Village of Cornwall on
Hudson

10/17/2017 2:48 PM

95 How can the town better utilize its proximity to the Hudson River? 10/15/2017 8:00 AM
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96 Just one comment: The police do not do enough to combat the drug trade in and around Cornwall
Plaza. The Local should address the problem.

10/13/2017 12:44 AM

97 Tax relief or reform. 10/12/2017 9:33 PM

98 Ideas about how to reduce the tax burden. This is a growing disincentive for people to move here
or stay here. Population will decrease as a result.

10/12/2017 6:53 PM

99 create a law to limit leaf-blower use. It is one of the biggest contributors to climate
change/pollution! Towns in California and other places have limited their usage. Also, there should
be a fee for using plastic bags. Again, other towns and cities do this and it's helped tremendously.
We have to find ways to limit both of these instruments of climate change.

10/12/2017 4:26 PM

100 Allowing a waterfront restaurant on the river! 10/12/2017 2:13 PM

101 Town pool 10/12/2017 1:29 PM

102 The desirability of living in Cornwall is directly related to the condition of Newburgh. Town
leadership should endeavor to support improvements in Newburgh (e.g., commercial development
on Liberty Street, art festivals, use of Stewart International Airport, historical preservation).

10/12/2017 12:17 PM

103 There needs to be a focus on bringing tourism to the town of Cornwall. What is it? Why should
people come here? And most importantly, where is it?

10/12/2017 11:00 AM

104 Keep it quant 10/12/2017 10:11 AM

105 During town meetings, more respect for the residents attending and sharing their important views.
Being told to sit down because they already have spoken is a tremendous degredation. The board
should have a stipulated time allowed for themselves to answer.

10/12/2017 8:58 AM

106 Questions about Donohue Park. It is highly underutilized and not public friendly. I do agree that is
should be resident only, However, the movies are a great idea and perhaps allowing food trucks
and other vendors would make it a place to go more often.

10/12/2017 7:33 AM

107 How to incorporate our natural tourist draws, like the River or hiking areas, into the plan to
encourage tourists to visit shops and restaurants

10/12/2017 7:15 AM

108 Can't think of one now 10/12/2017 7:08 AM

109 Establishment of an artist colony with affordable work/living/exhibit/performance space for the
artists.

10/11/2017 11:13 PM

110 Sidewalk construction in certain key Areas. Eg: connecting Jones Farm/Dog park area to Main
Street via Angola.

10/11/2017 9:15 PM

111 None 10/11/2017 8:56 PM

112 Examination of redundant layers of gov't and its effect on high taxes here. 10/11/2017 8:21 PM

113 Questions regarding how the government is doing in relation to spending tax payers money. 10/11/2017 7:39 PM

114 Nothing 10/11/2017 7:06 PM

115 The survey is fine. We need a bakery! 10/11/2017 6:08 PM

116 Larger police department 10/11/2017 5:47 PM

117 Social programs that address homelessness, food shortages, community gatherings (more movie
night sorts of things),

10/11/2017 3:28 PM

118 More commercial development. A lot of emphasis is on Main Street. Do not ignore 9W and 32.
They are both in the town.

10/11/2017 3:18 PM

119 Decreased tax possibilities 10/11/2017 2:49 PM

120 Questions about code enforcement on industrial/large commercial areas. 10/11/2017 2:09 PM

121 Have Main Street parking limited to one side of the street only! 10/11/2017 1:53 PM

122 Service Consolidation between Village and town 10/11/2017 1:47 PM

123 Riverfront improvement and better police enforcement of those without parking permits. 10/11/2017 1:35 PM

124 Sports Fields 10/11/2017 1:23 PM

125 Where do citizens see money being wasted on town properties and services? 10/11/2017 12:11 PM
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126 Town + COH Comprehensive Plans - why two different plans. Nothing about the waterfront -
Cornwall's greatest asset and identity. Cornwall-on-Hudson : Town and Village Name

10/11/2017 11:22 AM

127 Improve Town websites, similar to New Windsor (Provide better information, Resources, Bill
payments, Various Meeting Agendas and Minutes, Recreation programs, etc...)

10/11/2017 11:21 AM

128 The possibility of a joint comprehnsive plan with a be Village in order to create a business corridor
from Main Street through the village square.

10/11/2017 11:13 AM

129 I appreciate that it is not too long! 10/11/2017 11:07 AM

130 . 10/11/2017 10:57 AM

131 questions that aren't biased 10/11/2017 10:43 AM

132 NA 10/11/2017 10:28 AM

133 Question about family demographics. 10/11/2017 10:05 AM

134 However this can be phrased: we need to get more businesses to move in to lower the taxes for
residents and make our town more interesting. More restaurants and retail shops and less hair
salons (why do we have so many??)

10/11/2017 10:02 AM

135 Volunteering within the community: i.e.: local fire departments 10/11/2017 9:51 AM

136 Community relations with police. Improved transparency and accountability. 10/11/2017 9:48 AM

137 Our government is there for us, not for themselves. They have to continue to listen to us. 10/11/2017 9:47 AM

138 Overcrowded at the riverfront to benefit two small companies Only 10/11/2017 9:44 AM

139 ? 10/11/2017 9:37 AM

140 A commitment to publishing and sharing results with the public, and incorporating them into the
Comprehensive Plan

10/11/2017 9:10 AM

141 Is it important to get rid of the wires on Main Street 10/11/2017 9:00 AM

142 Towns use of social media disseminating information 10/10/2017 7:58 PM

Q13 Tell us a bit about you and the best ways to get information to you! 
The remaining questions are optional, but we encourage you to answer

them.I get most of my information about the Town from:
Answered: 261 Skipped: 89

a. Town website

b. Social
media:...

c. The
Cornwall Local

d. The Times
Herald Record

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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10.34% 27

50.96% 133

28.74% 75

0.77% 2

9.20% 24

TOTAL 261

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Social media, but it is inaccuate and bias. 1/12/2018 3:35 PM

2 Attending Town Board Meetings 1/3/2018 12:48 PM

3 Actual human conversation with friends--what in the old days passed for "social media." 12/20/2017 7:50 PM

4 speaking with neighbors. 12/20/2017 9:36 AM

5 Word of mouth. 12/20/2017 9:18 AM

6 Citizens’ groups I belong to. 12/17/2017 10:48 PM

7 living here 12/6/2017 9:16 PM

8 Talking with friends, reading the Local and the Record, social media to some extent, and other
research including extensive use of resources at the Cornwall Public Library.

12/6/2017 12:27 PM

9 Both the Cornwall Local and the Times Herald Record - they offer different information and
different perspectives. NOT a good idea to limit the source of information to one option.

12/6/2017 7:25 AM

10 all of the above 11/16/2017 11:39 PM

11 Facebook 11/15/2017 10:39 AM

12 All of the above minus D 11/15/2017 7:43 AM

13 Chamber and town meetings 11/15/2017 4:23 AM

14 Word of Mouth. Both the Town and Village's website are woefully inadequate. 11/8/2017 10:36 AM

15 Word of mouth 10/20/2017 3:46 PM

16 A combination of the above 10/12/2017 1:29 PM

17 Chamber of Commerce Meetings, town meetings. 10/12/2017 7:06 AM

18 Mixture of Cornwall Local, Facebook, and word of mouth 10/11/2017 11:13 PM

19 Attending meetings 10/11/2017 4:56 PM

20 town meetings and online sources. 10/11/2017 12:11 PM

21 My initial information comes from social media. Then I confirm on the Town website. And at the
end of the week I try to look through The Cornwall Local.

10/11/2017 11:07 AM

22 cornwall-on-hudson.com 10/11/2017 10:43 AM

23 Actually talking to people in town. 10/11/2017 10:28 AM

24 A mix of all of these 10/11/2017 9:10 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Town website

b. Social media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

c. The Cornwall Local

d. The Times Herald Record

Other (please specify)

Q14 What is your age?
Answered: 259 Skipped: 91
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2.32% 6

33.20% 86

27.80% 72

23.94% 62

11.20% 29

1.54% 4

TOTAL 259

18-24
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

18-24
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75+

Q15 What is your gender?
Answered: 262 Skipped: 88
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39.31% 103

56.11% 147

0.00% 0

4.58% 12

TOTAL 262

Male

Female

Other

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Male

Female

Other

Prefer not to say

Q16 What brought you to the Town of Cornwall?
Answered: 223 Skipped: 127

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think the more important question is what keeps you here. 1/12/2018 3:35 PM

2 Born and raised. 1/12/2018 3:07 PM

3 Good schools 1/12/2018 2:58 PM

4 born and raised 1/11/2018 3:17 PM

5 Community life and school district 1/10/2018 10:28 AM

6 I found a house I could afford on my own. 1/4/2018 12:58 PM

7 Spouse grew up here 1/3/2018 5:33 PM

8 being able to walk to things 1/3/2018 1:46 PM

9 Like it here 1/3/2018 1:35 PM

10 job 1/3/2018 1:27 PM

11 Family 1/3/2018 12:48 PM

12 Grew up in Newburgh. Love the small town vibe of Cornwall, and the walkability of the village.
Found a great house.

1/3/2018 8:12 AM

13 Schools 1/3/2018 7:22 AM
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14 Nature and proximity to job 1/2/2018 9:51 PM

15 An in-law sold me this property. 12/31/2017 11:09 PM

16 Was born at the Cornwall Hospital and then moved here to be with family 12/31/2017 4:16 PM

17 I actually live in the village but I loved the quaint samll town feel of it. 12/29/2017 8:28 PM

18 A Facebook post 12/29/2017 12:25 AM

19 School district, proximity to West Point, community feel. 12/28/2017 11:37 PM

20 Proximity to West Point, good school district 12/28/2017 10:59 PM

21 50 years ago, the desire to move out of Manhattan. 12/20/2017 7:50 PM

22 Dave Nolan's article in Outside Magazine. 12/20/2017 9:36 AM

23 Proximity to hiking and Hudson River, schools were rated very good at the time and the presence
of HHNM and Storm King Art Center. The presence of people out walking and children riding
bikes, etc.

12/20/2017 9:18 AM

24 Moved with my family from the city seeking a better quality of life. 12/18/2017 5:43 PM

25 My patents; grew up here from the age of 5 or 6. 12/18/2017 4:09 PM

26 I've lived here my entire life 12/18/2017 4:01 PM

27 Married a resident. 12/18/2017 7:12 AM

28 Wife. 12/17/2017 10:48 PM

29 Cheaper taxes than previous home in Putnam. 12/17/2017 10:46 PM

30 Inexpensive housing at the time. 12/17/2017 10:44 PM

31 availability of 100+ year-old family home 12/17/2017 8:53 PM

32 Affordable housing, quality of schools, proximity to NYC 12/17/2017 12:16 PM

33 - Work at West Point. - Like the small town local feel of Cornwall. - Strong resale potential. -
Proximity to shopping and dining development OUTSIDE Cornwall.

12/17/2017 9:34 AM

34 life 12/8/2017 9:40 PM

35 Grew up here 12/7/2017 11:56 PM

36 Moved from rockland to Orange County and wanted to buy a home with a good school district even
though I do not have children in school .

12/7/2017 5:25 PM

37 Born here 12/7/2017 6:18 AM

38 good place to raise kids 12/6/2017 9:16 PM

39 Natural beauty, peace and quiet, spacious homes, excellent school district, commutable to NYC 12/6/2017 6:44 PM

40 Family 12/6/2017 5:33 PM

41 A 1985 mercury marquis 12/6/2017 2:19 PM

42 A stork! 12/6/2017 2:13 PM

43 Schools and sense of community 12/6/2017 1:18 PM

44 Good schools and nice neighborhood 12/6/2017 1:15 PM

45 schools, family 12/6/2017 12:52 PM

46 Relatives living here and this attracted me to move here from another part of Orange County. 12/6/2017 12:27 PM

47 The river, the look/feel of the place. 12/6/2017 10:03 AM

48 The school district - wish we would have bought a house in the Town of New Windsor for tax
reasons.

12/6/2017 7:25 AM

49 The upscale town and scenic areas 12/6/2017 7:14 AM

50 I purchased a house 12/6/2017 7:13 AM
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51 Quiet place, low crime, good schools. Good place to raise a family. 12/6/2017 7:03 AM

52 Was raised here 12/6/2017 6:49 AM

53 Divorce, parents lived here. 12/6/2017 5:46 AM

54 Born here, lived in area but moved back 12/6/2017 3:36 AM

55 My family in 4th grade. Military for 25 years then came back. 12/6/2017 3:26 AM

56 Chance. 12/6/2017 12:38 AM

57 The school district and crime rate. 12/6/2017 12:09 AM

58 marriage. And Painters. 12/5/2017 11:52 PM

59 Born and raised 12/5/2017 11:42 PM

60 Spouse's job 12/5/2017 11:29 PM

61 Great schools and more affordable (than NYC) housing. 12/5/2017 10:46 PM

62 relationship 12/5/2017 10:36 PM

63 Close to family. It’s a beautiful, safe area to raise a family. 12/5/2017 10:30 PM

64 Job at USMA 12/5/2017 10:23 PM

65 Schools and the sense of community 12/5/2017 10:14 PM

66 Born and raised 12/5/2017 10:13 PM

67 The beauty and quality of life. 12/1/2017 1:46 PM

68 The opportunity to live close to family, outdoor recreation and good schools. 11/26/2017 8:41 AM

69 Born and raised here 11/20/2017 4:18 PM

70 Born & raised in Woodbury/Cornwall & now raising my own here. 11/19/2017 9:06 PM

71 Affordable home purchase and friend recommendation. 11/19/2017 8:29 AM

72 Small community feel, wonderful area to start a family, access to parks and walkable attractions. 11/19/2017 6:35 AM

73 work 11/18/2017 7:44 PM

74 Family. 11/18/2017 12:37 PM

75 My husband has lived her his whole life 11/16/2017 11:39 PM

76 Living in Cornwall Facebook page 11/16/2017 12:02 PM

77 Family 11/15/2017 11:38 PM

78 Schools more land 11/15/2017 6:50 PM

79 I ️ actually live in the Village. Relocated 4.5 years ago from Queens Ny. Wanted a better quality of
life for my son and I ️.

11/15/2017 6:48 PM

80 Liked the small town feel 11/15/2017 4:24 PM

81 I grew up here and chose to buy a home in order to raise my children here. 11/15/2017 3:16 PM

82 sense of community, laid back, great place to raise children, cost effective 11/15/2017 2:31 PM

83 Proximity to West Point and school district 11/15/2017 1:30 PM

84 Natural beauty, Hudson River, proximity to NYC 11/15/2017 1:26 PM

85 Great access to outdoor activities and a real Main Street, next to a river and in the mountains! 11/15/2017 1:26 PM

86 The walking distance to different things, the community and family feel, so too much development
will take that away. More diversity of shops would be nice, but to build it up too much would take
away the charm of what it is.

11/15/2017 11:11 AM

87 Life long resident 11/15/2017 9:44 AM

88 Quality of schools, natural assets, proximity to NYC, affordable cost of living 11/15/2017 9:41 AM

89 My wife would not live anywhere else. She’s grew up here 11/15/2017 8:52 AM
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90 It is a safe, middle-class town with good schools and few real problems. I don't want "affordable
housing" here. Nearby Newburgh has plenty, and you can see the results.

11/15/2017 8:49 AM

91 Raised here 11/15/2017 8:22 AM

92 Real estate sales person took us here to see our house 20 years ago 11/15/2017 7:02 AM

93 Raised here 11/15/2017 6:26 AM

94 Proximity to family and housing 11/15/2017 5:41 AM

95 Schools 11/15/2017 5:07 AM

96 Family and perfect house 11/15/2017 4:23 AM

97 Job 11/15/2017 4:03 AM

98 Found a home we liked almost 15 years ago. Sadly we are being taxed out and will have to sell
shortly.

11/15/2017 1:40 AM

99 My family moved here from Rockland, and we bought to be close to them. 11/15/2017 12:24 AM

100 Raised here 11/15/2017 12:03 AM

101 Children in school, good school district, close to family 11/14/2017 11:56 PM

102 Home 11/14/2017 11:52 PM

103 Employment. 11/14/2017 6:37 PM

104 REASONABLE LAND PURCHASE ON WHICH I BUILT MY HOME IN 1977 11/12/2017 7:39 PM

105 Relatives lived here 11/11/2017 9:18 AM

106 School System, Quiet Safe area for children reasonable taxes 11/10/2017 7:50 PM

107 Location of relatives, isolation from other areas, overall atmosphere of town. 11/10/2017 6:13 PM

108 Desire to move out of Manhattan, sought (46 years ago) the least "suburban" area within range of
NYC.

11/10/2017 3:06 PM

109 A nice place to live 11/10/2017 10:18 AM

110 family 11/10/2017 9:23 AM

111 School system and affordable housing 11/10/2017 9:22 AM

112 Schools 11/10/2017 7:58 AM

113 Grew up here. 11/9/2017 12:18 PM

114 Proximity to my job 11/9/2017 6:19 AM

115 Young family looking for a nice community to raise children. 11/8/2017 8:08 PM

116 Small, walking town atmosphere and the mountains. Unfortunately, the tax burden might not allow
me to stay much longer on my fixed income, which does not go up as the taxes do.

11/8/2017 7:37 PM

117 School system 11/8/2017 1:26 PM

118 USMA 11/8/2017 12:24 PM

119 Proximity to NYC yet affordable. Could not afford Cold Spring. 11/8/2017 12:00 PM

120 Lower taxes than westchester county 11/8/2017 11:33 AM

121 Married someone who had a home here 11/8/2017 11:09 AM

122 Grew up here 11/8/2017 10:55 AM

123 The School District and quality of life ( small town leaving) 11/8/2017 10:40 AM

124 Grew up in Cornwall. Moved away for years. Now, my wife and I are raising our kids here. 11/8/2017 10:36 AM

125 Love 11/8/2017 10:35 AM

126 good schools, low crime, proximity to work 11/8/2017 9:22 AM

127 Great schools, great community, views and natural landscape 11/8/2017 7:36 AM
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128 Here my whole life. Met my wife at college, brought her back to raise our kids. 10/30/2017 1:22 PM

129 School district for our 4 year old daughter and living close to town and in a family-oriented
community as opposed to a townhouse community with no children.

10/27/2017 8:00 PM

130 Job 10/27/2017 5:49 PM

131 friends who live here 10/26/2017 9:55 PM

132 Safe, clean place to live with normal people and good school for daughter, low taxes (they were
then) and better housing prices

10/25/2017 10:59 PM

133 Good schools 10/25/2017 1:44 PM

134 Close to West Point 10/24/2017 4:36 PM

135 My husband's work 10/24/2017 1:26 PM

136 Family 10/24/2017 6:34 AM

137 Lived there all my life 10/23/2017 4:24 PM

138 married someone born here 10/22/2017 12:14 PM

139 My family 10/22/2017 8:29 AM

140 My parents 10/20/2017 3:46 PM

141 House reasonably priced in Beaver Dam Lake. 10/18/2017 6:50 PM

142 The housing and taxes were relatively low when I moved here. Good school rating. 10/17/2017 2:48 PM

143 A weekend getaway that has become our full time residence. 10/15/2017 8:00 AM

144 Quiet, small town,affordability,quality of life 10/14/2017 8:30 AM

145 Lived her all my life 10/13/2017 12:21 PM

146 Storm King Art Center. Visited 25 years ago, immediately looked to buy in Cornwall. 10/13/2017 12:44 AM

147 A pleasant community when we relocated to Orange County in 1988. 10/12/2017 9:33 PM

148 Spouse works at West Point 10/12/2017 6:53 PM

149 My son & his family live here & I moved to be close to them 10/12/2017 6:26 PM

150 A house I could afford in a wooded area 10/12/2017 5:23 PM

151 it was the house I could afford at the time. I should have continued to look elsewhere. 10/12/2017 4:26 PM

152 My husband was born and raised here. I am from the (quaint and well kept) South Shore of
Massachusetts in between Boston and the Cape. Although the towns in that area are absolutely
gorgeous and the money is well spent, nothing beats the sense of community in the town of
Cornwall. I have truly never experienced anything like it and have to say I am now hooked!

10/12/2017 2:13 PM

153 Beauty of the area 10/12/2017 1:29 PM

154 AffordBility 10/12/2017 12:54 PM

155 Beauty of Hudson Valley, close to NYC and 3 major airports, affordable housing, no state income
tax on government pensions.

10/12/2017 12:17 PM

156 Desire to be out of the NYC area. Less people, the beauty and peacefulness of the overall area.
The great reputation of the schools.

10/12/2017 12:11 PM

157 Family 10/12/2017 11:02 AM

158 The school, easy commute for my husband, retail opportunity, and the small town feel. 10/12/2017 11:00 AM

159 Family 10/12/2017 10:11 AM

160 family 10/12/2017 9:14 AM

161 The community feeling; seeing people out walking, children playing and the relaxed atmosphere. 10/12/2017 8:58 AM

162 Divorce. But, having a choice: its beauty, strong school system, and people culture is what brought
me here.

10/12/2017 8:29 AM
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163 A friend that moved here about a year before I had settled in Town. It (at the time) was far from
where communities were changing due to specific demographics that are not conducive to
connected community spirit.

10/12/2017 7:33 AM

164 West point 10/12/2017 7:15 AM

165 We could not afford buy a house in Rockland and my hubby's boss lives in Cornwall and so we
came house hunting here.

10/12/2017 7:08 AM

166 My parents. 10/12/2017 7:06 AM

167 Born here 10/12/2017 2:51 AM

168 Desirable home 10/12/2017 12:44 AM

169 The natural beauty (woods, the river, etc.), all the "offerings" (library, parks, hiking, farmers market,
clubs, etc.), the feel of the place, quality of life, proximity to public transport and NYC and much
more!

10/11/2017 11:13 PM

170 Good schools & real estate value. Proximity to natural recources. 10/11/2017 9:15 PM

171 Jobs 10/11/2017 8:56 PM

172 Location, i.e., beauty, clean air, topography (mountain, roads, river), walkability. 10/11/2017 8:21 PM

173 Work 10/11/2017 7:49 PM

174 Good schools, crime and taxes were low. 10/11/2017 7:39 PM

175 Location, schools, proxmity to quality hiking 10/11/2017 7:06 PM

176 Born and raised 10/11/2017 7:06 PM

177 Affordable housing costs with a decent school district and nearness to outdoor recreation. 10/11/2017 6:17 PM

178 I work at West Point 10/11/2017 6:08 PM

179 Born and raised 10/11/2017 5:47 PM

180 4th generation Cornwall resident 10/11/2017 4:56 PM

181 Small town. Good schools. Want to stay but will likely be taxed out of town. 10/11/2017 4:15 PM

182 Schools and location as it pertains to nature 10/11/2017 4:06 PM

183 born here 10/11/2017 3:58 PM

184 Friend 10/11/2017 3:28 PM

185 Schools and safe neighborhood to raise my children...sidewalks were important! 10/11/2017 3:20 PM

186 The village is quiet. 10/11/2017 3:18 PM

187 Feeling of community 10/11/2017 3:13 PM

188 Job at West Point 10/11/2017 2:50 PM

189 Quiet life with beautiful surroundings 10/11/2017 2:49 PM

190 Marriage 10/11/2017 2:21 PM

191 Moved here as a child. Moved back as an adult to be closer to family and nature. 10/11/2017 2:12 PM

192 Built environment, dining options, natural beauty. 10/11/2017 2:09 PM

193 Moved here in 2004 from NYC for better quality of life. 10/11/2017 1:53 PM

194 Job 10/11/2017 1:52 PM

195 Military 10/11/2017 1:47 PM

196 Family 10/11/2017 1:41 PM

197 Schools and beauty. 10/11/2017 1:35 PM

198 Grew up here 10/11/2017 1:23 PM

199 wife 10/11/2017 1:14 PM
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200 School district 10/11/2017 1:04 PM

201 Moved back with my family after 20 years away in Boston and NYC. The natural beauty and ability
to raise my family in a town with people who value the same basic things I do was very important.
In all honesty, I question this decision every day and wonder if we would be better served in CT,
NJ or Westchester.

10/11/2017 12:32 PM

202 Outdoor space, low traffic. 10/11/2017 12:11 PM

203 Natural beauty + schools. 10/11/2017 11:22 AM

204 Town/Village environment, schools and safety. 10/11/2017 11:21 AM

205 Schools and community. Raised my 3 children here. Great place! 10/11/2017 11:19 AM

206 Born and Raised 10/11/2017 11:13 AM

207 my job- I taught at CCHS for 36 years 10/11/2017 11:08 AM

208 My significant other. And my interest in raising my children in a beautiful setting. 10/11/2017 11:07 AM

209 A friend from college lives here. And jones farm. And the goat farm. And the HHNM. and the
mountains. And the school. And the train to nyc (west side) being accessible. And a house that is
cheap compared to nyc or Long Island.

10/11/2017 10:57 AM

210 born and raised in Cornwall 10/11/2017 10:43 AM

211 Family has lived here for generations. 10/11/2017 10:28 AM

212 Great schools, safe community to raise children. 10/11/2017 10:05 AM

213 Looking for a house in the country. 10/11/2017 10:02 AM

214 My parents 10/11/2017 9:53 AM

215 Marriage 10/11/2017 9:51 AM

216 Family 10/11/2017 9:48 AM

217 my children needed a safe, wonderful place to call home. 10/11/2017 9:47 AM

218 Mountains and River 10/11/2017 9:44 AM

219 A desire to leave Manhattan but still have easy access to the city 10/11/2017 9:37 AM

220 Weekend residence 10/11/2017 9:10 AM

221 Scenic beauty -- outdoor space 10/11/2017 9:00 AM

222 Born and raised here 10/11/2017 12:46 AM

223 House price, and closeness to nyc 10/10/2017 7:58 PM

Q17 How long have you lived in Cornwall?
Answered: 263 Skipped: 87
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20.53% 54

13.69% 36

20.91% 55

44.87% 118

TOTAL 263

a. Less than 5
years

b. 6 to 10
years

c. 11 to 20
years

d. 21 + years

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Less than 5 years

b. 6 to 10 years  

c. 11 to 20 years

d. 21 + years

Q18 Your current work status is:
Answered: 260 Skipped: 90
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17.69% 46

14.62% 38

23.85% 62

11.15% 29

3.46% 9

11.54% 30

1.92% 5

14.23% 37

1.54% 4

TOTAL 260

a. Work in the
Town of...

b. Work at home

c. Work
elsewhere in...

d. Work in New
York City

e. Work in New
Jersey

f. Work on
east side of...

g. Student

h. Retired

i. Currently
unemployed

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

a. Work in the Town of Cornwall but not at home

b. Work at home

c. Work elsewhere in Orange County

d. Work in New York City

e. Work in New Jersey

f. Work on east side of the Hudson (Dutchess, Westchester, etc)

g. Student

h. Retired

i. Currently unemployed
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